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Binary Decision Diagram) [4].

























































$F=a+$ ac $+b+$ bc $+c$
|\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\bullet$ $+$ : $F$ abc
$Farrow F+$ abc $F=$
$a+$ abc $+$ ac $+b+$ bc $+c$
$\bullet$ $\cross$ : $F$ $d$
$Farrow F\cross d$




$F=$ bcd $+$ cd $+d$. %: $F$
( )
$Farrow F$ % $c$ $F=d$
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$1\}$ $\{v_{i}, v_{i+1}\}$ $\in E$
$(v_{1}, v_{2}, \ldots, v\iota)$ , $i\neq i$ $v_{i}\neq v_{j}$ , $v_{1}$
$v_{l}$ $(v_{1}, v_{2}, \ldots, v_{l})$
$\{\{v_{i}, v_{i+1}\}|i\in\{1, \ldots, l-1\}\}$
: $G=(V, E)$ , 2 $s$ $t$
: $s$ $t$ ZDD.
ZDD $G$
$G$ $e\in E$ ZDD























$P”\subset E\backslash E’$ $P\cup P’’$ $s$ $t$
$P’\cup P’’$






$i$ $P$ $i,$ $j$






[3] ). SIMPATH ZDD
mate, LO HI $N$




$/*N_{0}$ ( ) $*/$
2. For each $e\in E$ do
3. For each $N\in \mathcal{P}$ do
4. $N$ $e$ $N_{HI}$
5. $N$ $e$ $N_{LO}$
6. For $X=HI,$ $LO$ do
7. If $N_{X}$ $\mathcal{P}_{new}$ $N’$
then $Nx:=N’$
8. else $Nx$ $\mathcal{P}new$
9. If $N_{X}$ mate 1 s-t
then $X(N);=T$
10. else if $N_{X}$ mate
then $X(N):=\perp$
11. else $X(N)$ $:=N_{X}$ .
12. End For
13. End For
14. $\mathcal{P}$ $:=\mathcal{P}new,$ $\mathcal{P}new$
15. End For




mate$[v]=x$ mate $[x]=w$ , mate$[w]=x$
$v\neq x$ mate$[v]=0,$ $u\neq w$
mate$[u]=0$
9. mate 1 s-t
mate$[s]=t$ mate$[t]=s$
mate$[i]$ mate$[i]=0$ or $i$
mate 1 s-t
HI T






(ii) $v(v\neq s$ $v\neq t)$
2: $a$ . $e$ $s-b,$ $c-d$ 2
$P$ $P’$
$v$ 1 (i)


























$t_{i,j}$ $t_{i,j}$ HI $i$
$i$
MATE-ZDD
$F$ $F=t_{1,1}\ldots t_{n,n}$ (








$F_{P}= \prod_{mato_{P}[i]=j}t_{i,j}\prod_{\{i,j\in V’,i\leq jk,\ell\}\in P}e_{k,l}$
.






























CPU AMD Quad-Core Opteron
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